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Mayr's Wonderful Stomach
is well known throughout the country.
STANDPATTERS ARE PESSIMISTIC
it
Many thousand people have taken
AND WANT HELP.
tor Stomach, Liver and Intestinal Ailments and report marvelous results
and are highly praising it to others.
Xew York. Sept. 2G. Tory Republi
re,
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ceived even from
from Theodore!
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Sutherland, of
IS INTERESTED:
and that the colonel would be
nomination of Roosevelt three years logical' to
if the Republicans
DEPOT
THAT NEW
hence on the Republican ticket, has willing hisaccept
code of political princiwith adopted
added greatly to the interest
M. which Washington has been watchinj. ples.
Deming, X. M., Sept. 2G. Sir L.
"Undoubtedly there is a considerthe turning of the political wheel. able
capiEnglish
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element among the regular Renot
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a
senator
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of
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Coming
talists, and who is a member
publicans who supported President
whand
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LonRoosevelt
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select Ithmian club, Piccadilly,
Taft last year who would not vote
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Fred Sherman and Connolly Bros, Chicago conference called last sumwho won first and second money in mer by Senator Cummins, of Iowa,
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INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
sea level,
Vslley. 5,700 feet above
sunshine every flaj. Open air
ses-Ioentire
work throughout the
Conditions tor physical
and mental development are
as cannot be found
IDEAL-su- ch
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructor, all
Eastgraduates from standard
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
t
J. E. RHEA,

j. p. WHITE. Treasurer.

Secretary.

cror

JOHN W. PO,
W. A. F1NLAY.
particular, and illustrated
address,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
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ONEAVAY COLONIST EXCURSION TICKETS
will be on sale from Santa Fe to points in

Utah, Nevada, California, Montana, Idaho,
Oregon and Washington.
GRAND- E" The Royal Qorge Feather River Route "
RIO

&

DENVER

ex-

urinary

ThrouRh Standard and Tourist Sleeping Cars between
Colorado, Common Points and All Points West.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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Acknowledged to be the Scenic Line par
cellence of All America.

FAIR
STATE
WILL BE HELD

AT
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Samuels & Son, the well known con-t- i
actors here, have just secured the
contract for a large brick hotel for
A E. Hobbs, at Duncan, Ariz.
The
building completed will coBt $7500.
Work will be begun on the structure
at once.
Zene Mason has returned
from a
tour of the coast states, returning by
way of Denver. He says Deming is
absolutely the best proposition yet,
and will make this his permanent
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"Senator Cummins, of Iowa, who
was the prime mover in the reorganization plan may be a candidate for

the Republican nomination in the evto the senent that he is
ate. But he has a very hard fight
ahead of hiin next year and his friends
do not expect that he will become a
formidable factor for the nomination.
He has discussed the Roosevelt talk
with colleagues,, and it is known that
he looks upon Colonel 'Roosevelt as
home.
likely to be a strong factor in the ReA. G. Spalding, of Point Loma, Cal., publican plan for 1916.
"Senator Kenyon, of Iowa, said that
the
sportings goods
man, and head of the Rio Mimbres Ir- - Colonel Roosevelt might prove to be
rigation company in the west, Is here the proper man to reunite the Repubconferring with General Manager lican party.
"Senator Wesley Jones, who with
Bickford and Colonization Agent E. P.
York, who are developing the first Senator Cummins is a member of tha
that is acting in the
5000 acre unit of their hundred thou
nation-widsand acre tract northwest of Deming. matter of bringing about a
The company will build an ideal vil- Republican conference by call of the
Republican national committee, made
lage at Spalding.
it clear that the movement with which
he is identified is not designed to foreSWALLOWS A BEE
stall Colonel Roosevelt
"He declared that the object of the
MAY CAUSE DEATH conference
was to restore the Republican party to power. Asked if a
Bellefontaine, Ohio, Sept. 26. John Republican,,convention in 1916 could
R. Rye, a farmer living near Xorwich, be brought to the point of accepting
owns a apiary in which there are thou Roosevelt's platform of last year, Sen- sands of bees, but he never had oneiat0r Jones replied that nearly all
of them fly into his mouth and down (Republicans could subscribe to the
his throat until today.
planks in that platform, with probably the exception of one, namely the
Physicians say his condition is
due to the bee stinging his recall of judicial decisions.
"The surprising feature to political
stomach. While working among them
one flew into his mouth and so strat-le- observers here is to note the prompt
him that he swallowed it. It stay- acquiescence of so many prominent
ed alive at least long enough to sting Republicans in congress, who have
been classed as 'regulars,' In the sug- '.him.
e
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P ow:ER
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
um cleaner ready for the fray, your
cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready to
do
will
every thing
rooms.
Electricity
ed
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
full Inforday and night' Estimates and
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

-

Supt.

GrandeO

Denver & Rio
'
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the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children, flood light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to b
desired.
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make

j

PHONE 85 MAIN.

I

44

44

LIGHT
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

$ .05
$ .03

44

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

r;

1

$2.50

Poultry and Stock Food Com posed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

j

...

...
...

f.

Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

""

IPBIOlsTE 40.

and Meat, $3.50 per

Oyster Shells

A most Effective Treatment
and Quick in

' My Greatest

Asset is My Name"
Thus declared a manufacturer
of a national product.
He rates his fortunes in millions and counts his factories
In scores of acres.

Yet he declares, were all his
assets to be taken from him except his name he would still be
a rich man.

4

5T HUES

WSUMM
rr cactcpn
New Mexico Central and

POINTS VIA
El

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M

Paso

&

AND KclUKN,

i.iu.

PJlEast
or
Best
Epl2EI
Route KseSlr West

The

For Rate, and Full Information Call On or Addre
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
EUGENE FOX, G. Paw. Agt., E. P- - & S., EL PASO, TEX.
0r

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST

OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Busies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Best
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

104 DON QASPER ST.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, IJU mam.

47.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

THAT
MADE
HAS
HE
WORD
NAME A HOUSEHOLD
AlMO VERY
BY ADVERTISING
BY
NEWSPAPER
LARGELY
ADVERTISING.
He has believed In cooperative advertising with local dealers, and the dealers have backed him up.
Hand in hand they have pulled together.
The manufacturer nys the
only dull time he knows is when
he lets up on his cooperative advertising.
Manufacturers interested in
cooperative newspaper advertising are invited to writs to
the Bureau of Advertising. American Newspaper Publishers
Building,
Association, World
New York.

Southwestern.

NEW MEXICAN PBINTING
.Local AgeqtB for

'

9teleV&rnicke
"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desind.
The only perfect combination

A

desk and bookcase evct made.

Roomy, convenient

attrac-

tive. Wewanttosbowyoji
its advantages and posst
bilhies. CiJwimtMpboar
us about it.

CO.
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information organization of their congressional
campaign committee. This committee
was organized to take special charge
of the congress campaign next year.
Representative Win. II. lliuebaugh of
PROBLEM
"Pape's Diapepsin" Makes Sick, Sour,
Now is the Time to Get Rid of These
Illinois, wan elected chairman:
Gassy Stomachs Surely Feel Fine
A. It. Kupley of Pennsylvain Five Minutes.
Ugly Spots.
There's no longer the slightest need
nia, SMietary; and Representative W.
SEA
THE
DEMOCRATS
AT
HERETOFORE
Time it! In live minutes all stomHidings, also of Pennsylvania, of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
u J.
If this policy is lonoweo inu
othine double
as the prescription
REYNOLDS
treasurer.
ach distress will go. No Indigestion,
ARE GETTING TOGETHER--M
will
be
tliat
of
nothing
course,
means,
to remove
is guaranteed
strength
its
new
heartburn, sourness or belching of
committee
The
emphasized
RC
flflUliiloiie
trust
Til
DDfinDtCC
during
with
the
problem
LEAD
TO
these homely spots.
gas, acid, or eructations of undigested
annmincWith
the
immediately
by
organization
nu
inn
the Wilson aominisi
no dizziness,
Simply get an ounce of othine
food,
MESSAGE TO PROGRESSIVES
bloating, foul
favoring lis determination 10 see. Mill.
,.,ui ,,,, .1 ami with
THE COTTON TRADE
MARKETS
ed by Japan and cut off without a
double strength from your druggist
breath or headache.
candidate for congress
Mm .,i
in n Air. Mcltevnoliis
Progressive
hance of defense in the absence of
druggist and apply a little of It night
VESTIGATEO.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
cannot hope to reach final Judgment nominated in each of the 4:!.ri districts and
D. C, Sept.
some practicable land route to the
It proWashington.
morning and you should soon sea
denext
in
United
Slates
the
year.
in
its
see
stomachs.
and
court
in the supreme
speed
regulating upset
mution coming from authoritative ad cree of dissolution effectively opera- poses to make the light all down the that even the worst freckles have
territory.
It is the surest, quickest and most cercon- begun to disappear, while the lighter
(By (lilsoii Gardner.)
Southern cotton manufacturers will minjB(,.atjon sourcra indicates that the
tain indigestion remedy in ihe whole
tive in any important trust case dur- line. In this deleruiiiiation the ac- ones
D. C, Sept. 2li.- - A cur
have vanished entirely. It is sel.
Washington,
in an iiiqunj jiici- ami
lit; nil tri eau-,,l :,, ,r t I... ,..c ing this administration.
And yet the gressional conimillee is in hearty
world, and besides it is harmless.
ot
on
tne
tne
more than an ounce is need- exposure
dom
that
ious sidelight
ed by the department of commerce
national
Ihe
with
cord
progressive
trust problem is the most menacing
Millions of men aud women now eat Southern Pacific's oil land grab in
an- - jeu to completely clear me SKin ana
into the very great decline in the idem, who have been floundering
has
sowhich
repeatedly
committee,
demand
their favorite foods without fear
around for several months in a quan- and important of all that
California was furnished by the de- Oriental market for manufactured
igain a beautiful clear complexion.
It notinced pr clselv the same purpose,
as to what to do on the great lution by the statesmen of today.
they know Pape's Diapepsin will save partment's effort to call off Reprethe double
dary
"
States.
" n'"c
the
from
I'nited
woman and child
goods
Him liaugli went to New
Chairman
man,
touches
every
last
at
are
ttiem from any stomach misery.
settling
sentative Charles M. Thompson, of Graham Clark has been appointed trust, problem,
the nnruiirntinn of strength othine us this i sold under
than
aft
more
any
York
the
in
the
closely
day
country
aud
a
policy,
Please for your sake, get a large Illinois, who introduced the resolution special agent of the department and is down to agreement upon
insistent the committee for consultation with guarantee of money back if it fails
It has its
It appears, is nothing more other problem.
to remove freckles.
fifty cent case of Pape's Diapepsin which started the trouble.
row en route to China and Japan to this policy.
every Colonel Roosevelt and brought back
in
almost
finger
land
of
the
a
persistent
continuance
nor less than
from any drug store and put your
of living. to bis colleagues the message quoted
cost
When Special Assistant Attorney; study the cause of these declining
the
into
enters
Hint
item
line of activity pursue d throughout
stomach right. Don't keep on being Townsend came to Thompson, repre- - sales. It appears from figures
in importance for above,
the Taft administration. According to It has been growing
miserable life is too short you are
The new Progressive congressional
the department of justice, he lected by the department that while
iiio nml twentv years and uuhlic rec
'"
not here long, so make your stay
or its growing importance has committee will work upon different
formed the congressman that about In 1901 thirty million dollars worth of
, . t. ...... ....
.
.....
ognition
iiwuio
.in.
di
like
and
uriifiiii
what
ut,'
eviyou
agreeable. Kat
lines from the committees of the old
two years ago a resolution had been American cloth was sold In the Orient,
law is ample to cover all increased as steadily. Clearer
Demogest it: enjoy it, without dread of re-- 1 prepared by a progressive congress- particularly China, in 1913 these ex- Sherman
The average of temperature yesterparties. Kvery congressional district
of trade, and dence of the perplexity of the
in
restraint
rnmbinations
hellion in the stomach.
man looking to a similar inquiry into ports show only $;. 79(1,1127. It ap- iim lu iii invnr therefore, of leaving it icratic leaders from the president will be entitled to representation, so day was from ",i to 47; the average
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your the department's failure to act. At pears that China is continuing its unamended and of continuing prose- - down, over Hie solution of this prob- that the members in each state will relative humidity was fl:i per cent. The
for the last 2 hours
home anyway. Should one of the fam- that time the congressman was "con- large purchase of cotton goods, but
It lorn could hardly be given than in this form an effective local committee. Be precipitation
MS it Stands.
nnrlnr tile In
committee was D.20 of an inch of rain and snow.
ily eat something which don't agree victed" and no resolution was intro- that the business is going elsewhere. is understood ill administration circles iifwiy roporteu u.ne, ,..,.., ,u .u ... tween the congressional
1. : .v
i
V(l
jrtllinl nf Kill
and the Progressive national coinniit- - Yesterday was cloudy with light rain
with them, or in case of an attack of duced. The department has not re- Last year China imported in excess of ihnt the nttnrnev treneral s convinced. ,iciiin
numms
uun."..
and snow.
indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis or vealed the name of this supposedly cue hundred million dollars worth of fl..,t tin. tilifirmtin ')ft m;iv !u Himlipfl l.nt nierelv to follow a course ot pro- tee the closest relations will be niaitiwill be effective coinViu-stomach derangement at daytime or ' progressive" congressman, and there cotton goods, but of this,
At S a. in. today the mercury stood
wav as to bring about com- - cedure which experience has already tained and there
operation.
or just one degree above freezat.
during the night, it Is handy to giv? is quite an active curiosity in Wash- came from England, which has stead- plete and effective dissolution of the proved fruitless.
the quickest, surest relief known.
"We are in this fight to a finish,
ing. In other cities it was as follows:
ington as to who permitted himself to ily held its own in this trade, while wicked trusts. In other words, Mr.
to
waste
your
will
not
It
pay you
the Japanese mills have multiplied
Ainarlllo, 40; ilismarck, 40; Boise,
thinks he lias an improve-- gardless of results. We have just
be called off.
time writing out your legal forms It: Cheyenne, 28; Dodge City,
greatly and have obtained a strong
on the Wickersliam scheme of gun to tight."
them
REGULAR ROW FOR
printcan
already
get
This is the message which Colonel when you
HI;
Flagstaff, 40; Grand.
9 fl.n m.,,i,faMnrttj.
nf tllA TTnlted bold on the China trade which was dissolution, which in the tobacco and
at the New Mexican Printing Junction, l!S; Helena, US; Kansas City,
YOUNG ELOPERS States are to be put out of business by formerly that of the United States,- oil cases proved so entirely satisfac-- ! Roosevelt sent to the Progressives in ed
Los Angeles, 62;.
.old nearly fifty mil- itnrv to the trus s and so unsatlstac- tne nouse oi rpyrvwumui
e"" '" Company,
Ifi; Lander, 21;
the Democratic tariff, you can count lMst 'ear Japan
Portland,
dollars worth of cotton goods to
Modena, 2X; Phoenix, 58;
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u'llft
TTlPmhprR
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tliatn
orP
RusBellefontaine, Ohio, Sept. 2(i.
na. Expert Clark will try to find
HO; Pueblo, 3N; Ilapid City, 34; Rose-bursell Miller, 18 years old, a bridegroom, the chamber of commerce of the
of goods can be sold ,n
at
44; Koswel.l, 40; Salt I.ake, 40;
This organization,
has been sent to the Boys' Industrial T tolled States.
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WATCH
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Orient to take the place of the
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San Francisco, 56; Spokane, 42; Tono-paON
GO
t,0ir,oo!
School at Lancaster by Judge Koeing, WHICH KCe.Uia IU iUC a f,lir
uuoiu..
fabrics now made by the
4ti; Winnemucca, 20.
of Wapakoneta. and Blanche Dobie, 11, man's lobby, has appointed an impres- cheaper
Local Data.
Orientals
themselves.
this
are
who
his bride, has been sent to the home sive looking committee
GOVERNOR Highest temperature this date last
Looking at the other end of the cotGREAT
UNDER
of her father, at Santa Fe, this county, week conferring with Secretary RedTHE
ton export trade, however, It is found
year. Ii7; lowest, 38. Extreme this
nt Japanese mills have become
INTIMATE
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SULZER
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TRIAL
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children, left without care devise "wavs and means for securing tom'sVIEW OF COURT, THE CHIEF CHARACTERS AND THE INTERESTI
ch
The Forecast.
ateB;
since their mother was sent to the a more thorough study of foreign mar- PRINCIPAL ACTORS ARE NOT THERE.
9
720 bales bu which
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
Gallipolis Epileptic Hospital recently. Lets with a view to bringing about a
fair and slightly warmer, with light
2";
The pair participated in a double gradual increase in the percentage of
iflj, ,,m n ,',
CULLEN
"
JUSTICE
Saturday fair and warmer.
frost;
CHIFF
sold
elopement to Covington, Ky Labor American manufactured
goods
mills have taken away some of the
New Mexico: Tonight generalFor
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as
if
looks
Day. Ray Taylor and Marie Miller, abroad."
It
thrifty market for manufactured cotton,
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ly fair, continued cool; heavy frost in
both of age were the others.
business men were preparing to inraw
a
for
cotton,
created
market
have
north and east portions.
Saturday
and
were
his
each
bride
Ray Taylor
ciease their manufacturing facilities
cotton growers
southern
fair, warmer in east portion.
fined $25 by Judge Hover, upon their rather than diminish them. A search whereat
Conditions.
return to this county, for contribut-- j for additional "foreign markets" does should rejoice while southern cotton
should worry.
has
The area of high barometer
. mill operators
ing to the delinquency of the fiobie not look much as if they were
drifted slowly eastward and this mornRussell Miller is a brother of templating voluntary bankruptcy
TO TURN MURET OVER
ing covers the central Mississippi and
Ray Taylor.
ceedings within the next day or so.
TO FEDERAL OFFICERS.
Missouri valleys, the plains region, tha
Both of the bridegrooms were ar-- j
The most important thing done by
New York, Sept. 2C Krnest Muret
'ocky Mountains and the Salt Lake
rested here and taken to Wapakoneta the new tariff law is its lowering of
counter-feltinbasin. Cold weather is general withand
dentist
on a charge of having stolen chickens, the
alleged
pseundo
tariff
often
and
prohibitive
high
in this area, with quite general and
it being alleged that it was in this rates created
partner of Hans Schmidt, will
by the
severe frosts in localities. Some eloudi-Ines- s
way that they secured the fnuds for act to a point which will insure for- be given into the hands of the federal
remains in the southwest with
on
the
the elopement.
counterfeiting
eign competition sufficient to prevent authorities
rain in southern Colorado, north and
Taylor was fined $1110 and sent to combinations of domestic manufac- charge. Muret is being held on a
least. New Mexico, Oklahoma and north-jerJail for 90 days, and Miller was sen- turers formed behind the tariff wall charge of having a dangerous weapon
Conditions favor fair and
Texas.
altenced to the Boys' Industrial school.
in
his
Preparations
conpossession.
charging monopoly prices to the
warmer weather in this
islightly
trial
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been
for
have
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sumer. For this reason the Democrats ready
Saturday
tonight, with frost;
of Schmidt, which probably will begin
Work for the New Mexican, it i call it a "competitive tariff."
Ifair and warmer.
from the October 2:i, if meanwhile he is not
Another representative
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tba new state.
state of Washington is boosting the found to be Insane.
WHAT'S

INDIGESTION?
WHO CARES? LISTEN!

proposition of government railroads
for Alaska. Hon. Albert. Johnson
i
wants the covpiiiment to negotiate
with the Dominion of Canada, "to esLAND GRAB
tablish railway connection between
the I'nited States and Alaska." He
likes the plan proposed by Premier
an
THROUGH THE McBriuV ot l!"'i!4l
GETS INTO
THE LIGHT
1,11 rail
connection between the I'nitRESOLU
.THOMPSON
AGENCY
OF THE
ed statM nml Alllska ,)V way of
Johnson's fear in
FOREIGN C'anaUinii lorrttory.
FOR
LOOK

tory to the public.

IN AGREEMENT ON TRUST

SOUTHERN PACIFIC OIL

The

FRECKLES

administration
from
coming
sources is that President Wilson withiout expressing an opinion one way or
itbe other as to Mr. Mclteynolds new
attor-t.theory, has agreed to give the
try out
nev general time in which
now
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

The

Annual

33?cl

Hotel De Vargas.
fleorge D. Stateson, Kansas City.
O. A. Blodgett, Los Angeles.
Mrs. W. F. Sweitzer, Albuquerque.
Frank Owen, City.
R. H. Maxwell, Denver.
Miss K. M. Drake, Hodges.
Miss iR. CI. Frlsbie, Boston, Mass.
Horace Harper, Austin, Texas.
Leandro Martinez, Espanola.
L. Traver, Albuquerque.
Cha. A. Spiess,
Vegas.
H. R. Savage, Wilmington, N. C.
E. A. Lobree, 1915.
1). W. Cotter. Vaughn.
'
M. .T. Post, Minneapolis,
Mrs. Joseph B. West, New Orleans.
Mrs. Jno. Ford Brant, New Orleans.
A. L. Taylor, Albuquerque.
Montezuma Hotel.
H. Pischel and wife, Cerrlllos.
Frank Lavan, City.
Max Herzstein, Albuquerque.
). Wilderander. Estancia.
T. M. Wood, Denver.
II. A. Ilerryman, Salt Lake City.
C. M. Pickle, Chicago.
C. E. Hagelberg, Albuquerque.
M. T. Rin and family, San Antonio,
Texas.
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
Coronado Hotel.
Adelaido fiarcia, Glorieta.
Carlos Manzanares and wife, Park
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NewMexicoStateFair
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thing on this good old earth and did
not get enough to eat. Their robes
sfem to pall upon them.
Now we come to a most important
personage Kdgar M. Cullen, chief
jrdge of this court of impeachment,
who sits upon the rostrum. You have
heard that a big jaw and chin mean
determination and domination. Edgar
of
M. Cullen's under jaw is a piece
facial architecture which, once seen,
can never be forgotten. And, when a
disputed question arises, Chief Justice
Cullen will remark:
"While this Is a matter for the
members of the court to decide, View.
I feel it my duty to say that my opinBert Frederick, Domingo.
ion Is, etc., etc. If any member of the
Dodge Black, City.
.1. A. Jenkins. D. & R. G.
court has anything to say
C .A. Trewater, Alamosa.
But no member of the court ever
R. P. Roll, Durango, Colo.
has anything to say!
V. A. Walter, Durango, Colo.
The leading figure at Sulzer's counJames F. Russell, Raton.
sel table is U. Cady Herrick. If he
James F. Brown, Parksville, Tenn.
wasn't so busy it would be interesting
La Salle.
to ask him where he got such a funny
J. P. Shearn, Albuquerque.
name. D. Hyphen Cady. Isn't it a
J. A. Garcia, Albuquerque.
wonder? Herrick looks like a BacJ. M. Aranda, Albuquerque.
chus in told rimmed spectacles, a
C. Sandberg, Denver.
t
vvmte tje an(j an old fashioned,
M. A. Gutierrez, Albuquerque.
nite vest nut wi,Pn he gets up to
Thomas E. Neel, City.
ijacchic. He has a
t,k 1)e ia far from
W. L. Wheatley, Oregon.
,.jngjng vojoe and speaks with fluency

ALBUQUERQUE
October 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11,

1913.

An immense display of Farm Products, Horses, Mules, Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Poultry and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,
Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery. Wagons, Au
tomobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.

Spirited Speed Contests, Base t
ball Every Day, Automobile and Motor-- i

!
I cycle

Races, Carnival and Confetti En x

ss
ail.
for
tertainment
I
(7)

Write for Premium List to

I Frank A.

Stortz,

ALBUQUERQUE,

Mgr., i
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(By Norman Rose.)
im-Albany, N. Y., Sept. 2(1. The
peachment. trial of Governor William
Sulzer what's it really like?
Is it an interesting procedure, this
historic process of law put into operation by Charles Murphy for the purpose of everlastingly squelching a man
who disobeyed and defied Tammany?
For our answer we must go "up on
the hill." That's the way all the real
guys in state politics say it.
"Have you seen Senator Soand So
this morning?"
"No, he ain't been up on the hill today."
Only horrible
There you have it.
i,conWnB mention the canitoi when
n.ov tniu .ilinut it.
So we go "up on the hill," and we
go into the unmentionable capitol. It's
some capitol, too. Once you get clear
into it it takes four men and a boy
to show you the way out. The build-Ing has as manv entrances as a
roundhouse and more corridors than a
coal mine.
Suffering? of lost tourists mieht he
alleviated by trained St. Bernard
dogs, with little kegs of spirits truir.enti around their necks. Only the
spirits frumenti would never get as
far as the lost tourists. Not in the Albany capitol.
Well, in the senate chamber, on the
third floor, they're trying poor old
Pill, who declared when he was elected that he was the people's friend.
"Correct," said Tammany Charles
Murphy, "and I am the people, ain't I,
Pill?"
Bill answered wrong, soon after
which it was alleged that he had done
things with his campaign fund which
were wholly at variance with the laws
of the state of New York, and for
which doings he Is now being tried.

e

A beautiful room, the Benate chamber. Very high with a carved and

paneled ceiling, stained glass windows
along one side, great marble pillars
and archways at either end. Back of
the chief judge's rostrum gorgeous
hangings of red velvet, with the coal
cf arms of the state emblazonnd in

j

Sketched at the Sulzer Trial by W.
Starrett Especially for this News- -

gold.
At one table, Sulzer's lawyers. At
another, the counsel for the impeachment managers, .ludges of the court
of appeals at a long curved desk. Back
of them the members of the senate.
Newspaper men in a phalanx at one
side. Spectators in the galleries at
either end.
Many women among the spectators.!
but not at all the sort one sees at di-- ;
vorce and murder and breach of prom-- ,
ise trials, ana an sucn iaauu.di.uib
things. Very few swell loouers, ana
no
gowns,
'"" j
tl ere are, and fierce, suffragetty looking females, who lean their chins on
their fists aud behave as if they under- stood what was going on.
The court is composed of the senate)
end the judges of the court of appeals.
There are nine of the latter, and ali
are on the job except one, who is in

low-cu-

Al. LIngsfield,

ar.d Dower.

City.

F. Olsen, Las Vegas.
arker is chief counsel for
Lee Parker, Denver.
t
impeachment board. Parker has
g0rnething on Herrick right at the
$100 Reward, $100.
Elart. Herrick once ran Tor governor
The teaders of this paper will Ufl
pn the Democratic ticket and was
there is at least
somewhat beaten. Parker, ne ran ior pleased to learn that tn5?
science has
dreaded disease
was
he
how
O
jone
and
Heavens,
Resident,
been able to cure in all its stages, and
florid,
is
blonde,
arker
bfa,pn.
.
iio"o
f,nilcabie. when he talks his right lUHl l V.uini
cure now known to
arm reVolves and gyrates ceaseiessiy the only positive
medical fraternity. Catarrh being
j,, front of nim, and his eye glasses the
ooriittnTin1 disease, requires
wa00ie perilously on his sun burnf d
Hall'a
treatment.
nrPCian nose. One wonders whether constitutional
is taken internally, actCure
Catarrh
arm
his
wm
wave
j,f
s
pe,haps
and
There are 51 senators and 4i tically enough to jar the glasses off. ing directly upon the blood
surfaces of the system, there
are sitting. Two others doubtless Ilut le neVer does, and It grows disap-by destroying the foundation oi in
ould be glad to. They are Senator pojntjng.
and giving the patient
and
disease,
Senator
without
Is
who
sick,
Fitzgerald,
jt SPems like a queer trial,
up the constituStillwell, who is In Sing Sing because Bliy cuiprjt in sight, for Sulzer does strength by building
in doing Its
nature
tion
and
no"t
assisting
third
The
of
cf a little matter of graft.
attend. Neither does Murphy,
so muci
have
The
work.
proprietros
assistant!
now
which
in
the
is ex Senator Roosevelt,
Tammany hall. A show
ther
that
curative
powers
in
its
faith
secretary to the navy.
principal actors do not appear that's
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
The senators seem to be divided the odd sort of thing the Sulzer
case that it fails to cure. Send for lUt
three types the astonishingly peachment hearing is.
of testimonials.
it's
But
opthe
interesting.
psychologically
ones,
and
young
charming
ToAddress F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
preBsively stout and vacuous ones and nevertheless, to realize how much all
is so prosaically going on means ledo. Ohio.
the depressingly venerable and
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
crepit ones. The judges of the court to two men at death grips who never
Hall's Family Pills for
Take
of
frame
the
the
within
pic
of appeals are about all alike. Theyjrppear
.
every-turelook as if they disapproved of
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FFIDAY,

chatting in the latter's boudoir,
the
former gave voice to a suspicion that
of
PLAY
had
late oppressed her.
COMING BIG
"Are
you happy. Virginia?" she
asked, her arms around her sister's
Chapter 7.
ntck, "Are you sure you're happy?"
Just two weeks after that merry
Virginia's hesitancy in replying, no
little filnner party there appeared in
less than the look of pain thqt apthe society columns of the big
dailies the folio ving announce- peared on her face, confirmed Fanny's
fears.
ment:
"What is it?" Fanny pleaded. "Can't
wizRobert Stafford, the
tell me? If there is anything
you
of
ard
finance, was married yesterday wrong, can't you confide in your sisevening, at his apartments In River- ter?"
side drive, to Virginia Blaine, young"Fanny, did Jimmy ever come home
est daughter of the late Ralph P.
drunk?"
Blaine.
The ceremony was a private
"I would like to see him try it." anone, attended only by immediate relaswered Fanuy, indignantly. .
tives and a few friends.
"He would only do if once just
no announce- - once."
But there appeared
ment in any of the newspaper of an- "Well." continued the sister, "Rob..thn- - Imilnp tTiiitrh load Tirol em t i n a
ert drinks. Oh, Fanny, I love him so,
few
a
but
which
days
ceremony,
but when he has been drinking he is
fore had taken place at a little Ro-- ; another person. He is a brute. He
New
in
church
Catholic
upper
"ian
forces his carresses upon me until his
"ork, when James Gilley, a shipping every embrace degrades me. Oh, it is
bet-!for
j
unto
had
taken
himself,
lerk,
shameful, Fanny, shameful. I cannot
ter or for worse, one Fanny Blaine, bear it much longer."
new
wealthy
younger sister of the
At that moment there was a rap at
Mrs. Robert Stafford.
tlie door. Jimmy, in his "full evening
Thus the months passed.
dress suit" entered to announce that
fanny tnougiu Virginia uie nap-js- t he was contemplating asking Mr. Staf
woman in all the world. Jimmy ford for an increase in salary. He
... i. .,
..v. ....
iiin
"r'.s now
receiving xuu a weeiv uts cm thought he was worth it.
employe of Mr. Stafford. He was
"Why, I've given him lots of good
more conceited, if such a thing were tips,' 'he said, "and he's made a pile
of money from them."
possible, than ever before.
"But what will you do if he refuses
Virginia had her box at. the opera,
find Jimmy and Eanny were frequent- to raise your salary?" asked Fanny,
ly her guests there. After one such with a look of alarm at the prospect
occasion, when Stafford had been ab- of Jimmy losing his job.
"Oh, I'll get another job just as
sent on the excuse of "business downtown," and Fanny and Virginia were good," came the sarcastic reply.

SYNOPSIS OF THE

PITCHING

AGAINST

New-Yor-

ATHLETICS BASEBALL.

THE

Standing of the Clubs.

BY

SLUGGERS

JOHNSON.

WALTER

National League.
Won Lost Pet.
Club
41)
.676
New York
600
84
56
Philadelphia
63
84
.571
Chicago
.

World's Greatest Pitcher, the Washin gton Wizard, Says That Athletics Will Win Series From Giants and Tells
Will Do the
Why If Mack's Young Pitchers Can Hold the McGraws to Three Runs a Game the Sluggers
'
.
Rest.
.
.

.

Pittsburgh ...
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
St. Louis

-

.....62

...

.524

69
80
80
85
98

76
63
63
49

"i
I

too

be-33- 3

American League.

Iost

Won

Club
Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Boston
Chicago

50
62
63
67
72
84
89
92

Ho

83
83
74
74
62
.5'.i

I...

Detroit

New York
St. Louis

5

56''
&9r.
-,

.425
.374

American Association,
Won Lost
Club
96
65
Milwaukee
69
93
'Minneapolis
89
72
Louisville
92
71
Columbus
76
1st. Paul
89
94
67
Indianapolis

Pet.
.59,1

.577
.569
.567
.463
.412
.412
.405

j

WALT BR JOHNSON, THE ONLY PITCHER THE OLD TIMERS HAVE EVER
RUSIE, WHICH TELLS ITS OWN S TORY.

COMPARED

TO

AM OS

Kansas

hasn't a weak batter on his team. Even ning, and the fourth lime when a run
By WALTER JOHNSON.
Statement by Greatest Pitcher in the his pitchers are dangerous in a pinch. is needed, they will whale a hook for
extra bases.
know this from experience.
World.
are the most
Schang and Lapp, the catchers, are
The Athletics will win the world's . Maker and Mclnnes
..a .1.- 1...
TTvr,lV tho
mucin, miu
u.s;""" l.ilni.i
.,ju.....t,
series, because they are stronger oi- dangerous uaismeii ui me ie,un.
fensively than the Giants. I do not either has a failing I don't know where pinch hitter, is a slugger always
believe the Giants will be any more it is. Both will go after bad balls and feared
If Urown, Shawkel, Houck or Bush
successful against Bender and Plank make base hits when a pitcher least
expects it. Usually, too, they do this start in a world's series game and can
than they were two years ago.
hold the Giants to three runs, the AthI have pitched against the Athletics when a hit means a run.
look,
Collins is another sterling batsman. letics will win every time.
seven times this year. Three times
though, for Bender and Plank to win
they beat me and three times I won A man has to pitch to him all the
from them. Once I faced them after time. He seldom goes after one in- the championship for the team.
Mathewson and Marnuard will not
we had practically lost the game. My side or outside, and when he gets
fool the Athletics.
Tesreau may do
safewill
he
hole
a
hit
I
in
the
unless
been
has
pitcher
that,
experience
so, for he is a spit ball pitcher and
am right in every sense of the wordily three times out of four.
s
spitters in the
and able to pitch shut-ou- t
balls, they; Eddie Murphy, Oldring and Strunk we have no
are up there crowding the plate all league since Walsh had to quit.
have beaten me.
The Athletics are a heter all around
time. They are hard men to pitch
I have often been asked if the
h?tics have a batting weakness? lfjto for many reasons. They may be team at present than they were in
'they have I never found it. Mack fooled on a curve three times run- 1911 when they last met the Giants.

City

l I

,1

e

of a major and minor league club,

CHANCE LOOKS

in-

clusive, for twelve years, shall be givFOR GOOD YEAR
reen other than his unconditional
Detroit, Sept. 26. Members of the lease.
FOR 1914 GIANTS
No player who has been carried on
Detroit American league baseball club
has confirmed a report that the base- the major league club's pay roll until
Naw York, Sept. 26. Houston, Tex.,
be released to the minors
will be the training grounds of the
ball players' fraternity has drafted a July, shall
unless waivers are secured from the New York Americans
next spring.
series of demands which are to be pre- sixteen clubs of the American and
announced
Manager Frank Chance
sented to the owners of major league National leagues.
and at the same time indicated
this,
their
clubs
for
winter
this
baseball
A major club owner shall be pro- the
of next season's
probable make-uapproval, after which they will be sub- hibited from carrying a player who team.
mitted to the national commission has an
opportunity to play on another! Chance is greatly pleased with the
with the request that they be made
until the late showing his club has made since
club,
league
major
part of the laws governing organized months of the season, thus taking ad - :Maise!, Holden, Whiteman and others
baseball. It was said that already 65 vantage! of time when the teams are came into the limelight. He declared
per cent of the members of the play
many recruits to send the that what he needed first of all was
ers' fraternity have endorsed the prop- carrying
a fighting club, and added that he now
in question to the minors.
player
osition.
one. As an indication of the
had
ball
are
'
players
Many major league
Four important demands are under
to agree to re- spirit of the team he cited the ex
consideration, it is understood. They reported to be willing
fuse to sign future contracts unless ample of Williams, who is now playing
are:
with a festered linger.
acNo player who has been a member the demands of the fraternity are
"He's game." said Chance. "He's
of a major league club for ten years cepted.
will be my first basePresident Navin of the Detroit a ftgther and he
shall be given other than his uncondman next
Speaking of the furitional release.
team, declined to discuss the matter ther make-u- year."
of the team the Yankee,
No player who has been a member today.
pilot continued:
"My second baseman will be Rollie
Zaider.
Zeider is a grand ball player. This brings me to Maisel, who
TO
WORKING
will surely play third base. Even if
he can hit only .240 I will take him
on, because if nothing happens he will
steal more bases in 1914 than Milan.
CALIFORNIA BOXING GAME.
"In regard to shortstop I take
and I think he will do to comFECENT DEATH OF "BULL" YOUNG HAS STARTED GREAT AGITAplete a fast infield, which will help me
TION AGAINST SPORT MAY BE THE END.
to win halt the games next season.
I like all these men because they are
fast and have the fighting spirit. The
outfield I have not decided upon. I
Miss Louise Homer, Leading
fancy Whiteman, Holden, Cook and
do
In this outfield make-uGilhooley.
Women's Fight to "Bust" the Fight
not overlook Cook. He is a fighter,
and though I may let him out in the
Game in California. Inset is an Acminors for another year he will be
heard from."
tion Picture Taken During the Recent
Chance said that King Cole will
Ritchie-River- s
Championship Fight
make a great pitcher for him next
He also thinks Ross, the south
year.
at San Francisco.
paw, win De a vaiuauie man. nogers,
the Virginia league catcher, he
pects to develop into big league ma-- !
terial after training down south
Regarding the spring training camp,
Chance said:
"I tried to get San Antonio, but the
figure
place was tied up. Houston,
will give us a fine climate."
Chance said that he had been treated wonderfully well by the New York
patrons and press.
"I tell you honestly when I had seen
this club go for two weeks I offered
my resignation to Frank Farrell," he
said. "I told him that I could not get
any baseball out of the bunch that
was handed me."

1

WOMEN

Kansas

r?v

1

LIQUOR LEGISLATION IN
TENNESSEE IS DOUBTFUL.
Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 26 Prior to
the convening of the Tennessee house
of representatives at 10:30 this morning, supporters of the liquor law en-

forcement bills, expressed themselves

as less hopeful of their passage than

at any time since the fight over them
ibtcame marked by bitterness and
j threats
of violence between the two
factions in the legislature. Several
supporters of the bills admitted that
the filibuster conducted by opponents
of the legislation bade fair to be successful,

tests that have made California fa- n ous as a sporting center.
ENGINEER OF WRECKED
"The money to finance this camTRAIN DIES SUDDENLY.
paign will be raised by popular subNew Haven, Conn., Sept. 26. Chas.
scription," said Miss Homer. "A large J. Doherty engineer of the second sec
part of the work will be done by vol- tion of the Springfield express on the
unteers, but there will be considerable New Haven railroad, which ran into
expense attached for clerical work, the first section at Stamford last June
The work is in charge of Miss postage and printing."
causing six deaths, died of heart fail- The present agitation was caused ,lra at his home here earlv today.
Ciara B. Homer, who proposes to enwomen's
list the aid of every church,
by the recent death ofv' Bull" Young,
He had grieved constantly over the
club, civic organization and individual who died as a result of blow deliver- - wreck and this is believed to have
conwoman in the state to bar the
ed by Jess Willard.
'caused his death.
Loa Angeles, Calif., Sept. 26. Good-fcto the fight game. The women are
going to kill it They have launched
a campaign to secure 50,000 signatures
to Initiative petitions to abolish fighting in California, the Mecca of fight-er-
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City

at

Columbus.

Today's Games.
National League.
At Philadelphia (First game)
3
Boston
6
Philadelphia
Dickson, Perdue and Rariden;
ey

and

6
5

3
2

Rix

Dooin.

At Philadelphia Second (lame
10 12
Boston
9 14
Philadelphia
Tyler and Rariden; Seaton,
Catnnit'., Mayer and Dooin.

0
1

,

Bren-nan-

At Pittsburgh
'
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Smith, Stack and ISresnahan
grove; Adams and Simon.
At Brooklyn
New York ..... ....." .
Brooklyn
Tesreau and Myers; Allen,
and Fischer.

Har- -

SCENE

. .

S

2

4

1

Brown

FROM "BOUGHT AND PAID

DOWN THE STAIRS

Washington, Pa., Sept. 26. J. W.
Closser, a wool buyer of Waynesburg,
8
...3
heard some one in his house at 3
0 6
o'clock in the morning. Quietly open
McHale, ing the bedroom door, he switched on
the electric light and almost bumped
into a masked burglar.
A t Boston
The thief had no weapon visible
2
413
Philadelphia
and Closser, a powerful man, closed
0 with him. The two men
Boston
fell down
Boardman, Houck, Penuock, Bush stairs. Closser then gavte a Isound
and Schang; Leonard and Cady.
thrasing to the intruder, ending by
kicking him bodily out of the front
American Association.
door into the street.
The thief was so badly injured that
At Toledo
he could not get away. Fearing that
2 3 2 he
,
might die, Closser telephoned for
n
an ambulance and had the man reOlmstead and Rondau; Collaniore moved to the Waynesburg Hospital,
and DeVoght, Young.
where his condition is said to be serAt New York
Washington
New York
Boehling and Ainsmith
Keating and Sweeney.

;

10-1-

j

4

CASE GETS INTO DETAIL.

(Continued from page one).

him on the long distance telephone.
"He asked me," said the witness,
"in the event of my being called as a
witness to be easy with him. I told
him I would state the facts."
"Was there anything said concerning your contributions?"
"He asked me to treat that affair
as personal between us."
"What did you say?"
"That I would not."
James Temple Gwathney, a New
York cotton merchant, was next called. He told of having sent Governor
Sulzer a check for $100 which he requested should be used for the governor's personal campaign.
"I wish this money to be devoted
to that cause alone," the letter stated.

300
John V Cox
The Frank V. Strauss Co
1,000
John T.
1,000
Mr. ("dwell, said the witness, remarked that he was purchasing this
stock for himself.
,
Two other employes of the brokerage firm were called to the stand to
tell about the Colwell purchase. They
were
rigidly by Harvey D. Hinman, of the Sulzer counsel.
"There will be no issue on the question of the purchase of the stock, said
the attorney, but there will be some
details that will become important."
Henry Morganthau, who contributed
$1,000 to Governor Sulzer's campaign
last fall, was recalled, lie said that
New Mexican Want
about Sept. 2, Governor Sulzer called bring results. Try It
Doc-Tin-

.

d

Ads

always

ious.

At Columbus
Kansas City

Closser says he will not prosecute
the burglar.
2
7 10
Columbus
Daniels and O'Couner, Moore; Cook,
EVENING HERALD IS TAKEN
Cole and Coleman.
OVER BY CORPORATION.

At

TO BE PRESENTED AT THE ELKS THEATRE NEXT WEDNESDAY NIGHT.

FOR,

SULZER

KICKED BURGLAR

American League.

i

t:,

81
84

them.
minute later Stafford entered the
room. His face was flushed. In his
unsteady walk and dull expression his
wife knew what was in store for her.
Fanny saw disgust and fear in her
sister's eyes as Stafford approached
her.
"Good evening, everybody," was his
salutation.
He walked directly to where his
wife sat, with bended head, and. raising her lips to his, kissed her affectionately. She submitted with averted eyes.
As Stafford was telling Fanny that
he thought her baby was looking a
little pale this morning, and that he
had bought an automobile for her so
that she might get more fresh air,
....
Jimmy advanced and declared:
"I don't know that we ought to accept presents from any one now, not
even from you Robert."
Stafford turned quickly.
His face
was flushed with anger. Controlling
to
himself he advanced
Jimmy.
"Just a moment," he said. "To my
wife, I am Robert. Yes, and to my
wife's sister am Robert, but to you,
to you, I am Mr. Stafford even when
I'm drunk."
Jimmy at once left the room, but
when he said good night he said it to
"Mr. Stafford."
Funny followed soon, but not until
she had thanked her benefactor for
the gift of the car. She gave one parting look to her sister, and the horror
she saw in the latter's face told her
that all was not well in the Stafford
home.
(To be continued.)

Milwaukee at Indianapolis.
Minneapolis at Toledo.
St. Paul at Louisville.

CRUSH THE

ARE

.635
.571
.519
.51
.481
.459
.434
.393

A ring of the bell interrupted

A

National League.
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Philadelphia (2).
New York at Brooklyn.
American League.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Washington at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston.
American Association.

first-clas-

MAKES DEMAND OF MAGNATES.

Pet

57
67
76
77

26, 1913.

Where They Play Today

-

PLAYERS FRATERNITY

Lost

99
89
81
82
75
71
69
62

Ilea B.Moines
St. Joseph
Lincoln
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

1

Ath-th-

Won

rinMVOV

j.i

96

Western League.

Club

j

95

68
66

.

(Toledo

1

i

..

SEPTEMBER

5

9

3

ELKS' THEATER

OCTOBER FIRST.

Seats on Sale at Zook's Pharmacy, Monday, Sept. 29.

Louisville

The assets of the Evening Herald
were sold at public auction yesterday
morning at 10 o'clock to satisfy a
judgment by the First National bank,
of this city. A. B. McMillen, attorney
for the bank, was the sole bidder and
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
the plant was sold for $12,000. says
Reports of games received too late the Albuquerque Journal.
New
for publication in yesterday's
A company was formed yesterday
Mexican:
with a capital of $25,000 of which
was paid in, for the purpose of
American Association.
taking over the Herald and continuColumbus
At
(Second game)
ing its publication, the incorporators
S
8
Kansas City
M. W. Flournoy, vice president
being
4
7
Columbus .
and manager of the First National
Covington and Moore; Luhrzen and bank. H. B. Hening and James
Smith.
Black. The force as now constituted,
(Called end of sixth Inning on ac- will continue to handle the publicacount of darkness.
tion, and the prediction is that, freed
from the heavy load of debt incurred
At Indianapolis
under previous managements, the
2 6 1
Milwaukee
plant can be made to pay.
1
7 1
Indianapolis
Young and Hughes; Willis and
MRS. ROSS CONVICTED OF

Tickets, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50

4 10 3
St. Paul
7 11
0
Louisville
Reiger and Miller; R, Clemons Ellis and V. Clemons.

$12,-00-

MURDER
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ACT Wr
New York, :
Blanck, one oi

Triangle Wais

swept

by fire i

loss of

140 Hv

guilty of t
the factory fa
this year.

OF HUSBAND

'ING

Fulton, Mo., Sept. 26 Mrs. Susan
LIVES. Ross, on trial for the murder of her
Max
26.
was found
husband. J. H. Ross,
jrs of the guilty of murder in tl
legree.
hich was
The jury fixed tht
at ten

0

)

'"v

with the
ay found
doors of
gust S, of
,
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years
tiary.
asleep
which
under
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MEN'S SUITS

SELIG1N

ADOLF

OVERCOATS

DRY

GOODS

1

CO.

or
known
Everything electrical repaired by
Max Herzstein,
linagey & Krvien.
Duke City salesman, is at the SI
TO MEASURE, $25 and $35
Home grown fruits and vegetables,
Values in All Wool Fabrics
Mrs. J. B. West and Mrs. John Ford in a great variety at Andrews.
Your
Mill to man direct,
from
7
FOR
PICS
tiood
stock
SALli
Brent, sightseers from .New Orleans,
choice of 000 patterns, in worsteds,
and S weeks' old, $;!.0i.i each. New
are at the De Vargas.
JlllllltlltlllMIIIIMIIIIIIHillMIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIUUIIMIMIIIIIMIIIItltllllllllliliHiiiiiiiiiiillllllllllHlMll.
WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
eassimeres.
diagoserpen, cheviots,
Mrs. W. F. Switzer, of Albuquerque. .Mexico Penitentiary, Santa Ke, N. M.
nals, and every known pure wool
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RE
I
20
GarFOK RENT House No.
fabric. We make von the price of
j
:s a visitor here. She is registered at
CEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONfield street. Renj. M. Read.
the De Vargas.
nilllllHIIIMItllltMlllMllllt lllllltllMIMIIMMIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIMlllllllMlllttllllllMIIIMItlMMIIMllltltMlir
J""""" Auxiliary Kegular meeting
ABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
Miss O'Brien, who came from Salt
We also show vou two other lines
the il"lior auxiliary of the church
il.ake City as a witness in the famous
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
of
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
BEAUTIFUL
uni
WOOLENS,
Garcia case, left this morning for heriof ,he Hol-- Falt" at th ''eclory,
a selection of ")00 iliflcr-en- t
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
ace avenue at 8 p. m. Saturday, Sept. give you
J. B. LAMY,
patterns.
'
Harold McGibhon and H. A. Herrick
CUSTOM
TAILORING,
LINDKARDT,
I e argas St.,
10
Room.
Finished
PHONE
arrived yesterday on their return from
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
i
rnone
Airs,
uiinson.
Ave.
125
Palace
a horseback trip to Taos, occupying
Archi- of
Commerce
The
Chamber
about ten days.
iy il
in i
t,i,'lnrrtl Prtv...
I I I I I I I I U I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ' I I
M.
Miss
Katheriue
Drake, of close. There is
R. C. Wade is back
from
yet time to win one Attorney
Hodges, and Miss K. G. Frisbie, of
he represented the
where
Deming,
howof
five
the
first
offered,
prizes
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms for light housekeeping, College St.,
X
WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTBoston, arrived in the city yesterday, ever IF YOU GET
government in a white slave case, the
IU SY NOW.
$18.00 per month.
to spend a few days.
See our display
IVE
GIFT.
with
defendant
FILIGREE
being
bring
charged
Break up colds remarkably quick.
!
X
FOR RENT
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McBride left
5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
a "slave
of
lie
Cuff Buttons.
in
but
,
Iron)
Mexico,
Necklaces,
ur-ing
,
liemitii
ami
lire lit fcl l!Mlast evening for a wedding journey,
$20.00 per month.
Pins. Lockets, etc.. made of Ciold and Turquoise. All
Stick
Zook's Cold Tablets. Get. a box
acquitted,
gia.
Grand
Canyon,
They will visit the
FOR RENT
6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
Andrews has everything there is in
Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeedarticles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
places in California, Seattle, Portland today.
$35.00 per month.
the eating line, groceries, bakery
Co.
Fischer
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out thee beautiful
iug
Drug
and Salt Bake.
FOR SALE
300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
Meats, meats, meats. The best ol goods, meats, fruits, vegetables, etc.
of jewelry.
A. Spiess, prominent law- pieces
Charles
The
of
Convention
Famous
An350
flows
well
Report
in the meat line at
land well fenced, artesian
gallons per minute,
of the constitutional everything
and
yer
president
of
Ihe
famous
annual
8
of
20
acres
alfalfa and
acres under cultivation,
proceedings
small house,
drews.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
convention, is here from Las Vegas,
Good
f inreting of the New Mexico
On account
all can be irrigated. Price $11,000.
c ePicnic Postponed
He is at the De Vargas.
con-Loads
the
association
and
first
'
lie annual
inclement weather
Assistant V. S. Attorney K. C. Wade isundav school picnic of the (episcopal 'vention of Ihe Slate association are off
lias brought lus wite and two children pi,,,,.,.,, scheduled to take place tumor
from Las Unices to make their home!rrw
The brochure contains 12s
lK, postpoiied till further no '.Mexican.
hi Santa Fe.
pages and is profusely illustrated In- Itice.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter ( hiding a large picture of the mem-- j
Miss Sarah Wilson, stenographer in
hers of the New Mexico Good Roads
the office of the attorney general, left jsuitings and overcoats at Muralter's
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
last night for California, where she; Remember, if the time is loo short rssoc.iation. On page 5 begins the ad-- I
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
for you to make a
house dress of the retiring president, Col.
will spend a six week's vacation.
Phone, 189 J.
Will B Prince came in from the j'esigii, hand something in for the :;rd. Italph K. Twitched, and on page llfl 's
n
11
auuress oi uoveruor ,icuonaiu,
:
ua"
:
'"" i" "-119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Prince farm near Espanola yesterday '""
vice-- j whose
portrait appears as a frontls-road- s
to attend the Elks dance, and says thej" signboard, try the gateway, or
Stable ReLines.
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To
one attempted to kiss the baby.
tell the truth, 1 never could see just
why anyone wanted to kiss the baby,
but they seemed to and it was looked
upon as a menace greater than anything in the world because the baby
was in peril of catching someone's
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Just Sign and Cash

to some Chicago grafter in exchange
for the very lowest class of machinery
or merchandise? No, and you never
will. Clayton News.
Can't Find Them.
Six Republicans and one Fall Democrat this week registered kicks on
the editorial policy of the Tribune.
to our subscription
Upon referring
list, however, we are unable to find
the name of one of the seven which
convinces us that they all belong to
that large element in Otero county
which reads every issue of the Tribune but puts not one cent into the
hand of the editor for payment. The
kicks of these fellows have no effect.
We can hear and will consider the
complaints of our supporters but the
grouches of our knockers sound like a
whisper to us. We refer our free readers to cur enlarged paper and to the
many added features therein. The
Tribune is the largest paper in the
county and the only Democratic paper
in the county. Tularosa Tribune.
Degenerating.
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the street, rolled and licked the paper,
scratched a match on his pants, lignt
ed and puffed the vile stinking thing
right in her face and she did not utter
one word of objection, protest or
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No further introduction is necessary. 50,000
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They may be used, without converting them into currency, for hotel
bills, railway and steamship fares and for purchases in the principal
shops. The best kind of "travel money" abroad or in the United
States. Issued in $10, $20, $50 and $100 by

THE FIRST NATIONAL
CAPITAL. SURPLUS

BANK OF SANTA FE

AND PROFITS,

$245,000.00.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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ANNOUNCEMENT!

INSURANCE

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
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PARLORS,

MONTEZUMA BILLIARD
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Has Engaged

at

a Great Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

MARCUS CATTON,
Son of

the Famous

"BILLY"

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as It is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

CATTON,

who will manage his billiard

''fsl0'V?

par-

lors and instruct ti,ose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.
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EVERYONE WELCOME
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FRANK M. JONES,
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(FIRST FLOOR)
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RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
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241 San Francisco Street.
Near S, W. Corner Plaza, gj
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Lights and Baths.
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WQODY'S STAGE LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival '
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p- - m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudt
station.
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he is making
that anyone should18 intimate that make mneynly trinS
0t-

"

a

doctors have been telling us for the
The same item as it appeared in the
last few vears that the most danger
ous thing in the world next to flies is Las Vegas Optic:
Washington, D. C. Sept. Zo.
the kiss and many of the parents of
this afternoon refused
the dav have almost bad a nt n any The senate

to confirm the nomination of Susano Ortiz as postmaster of the
town of Las Vegas, N. M. Ortiz

had the support of the Democratic organization in his own
state, but it is reported that serious opposition developed recently.
Ortiz was recommended to the
president as the best available
Democratic material to succeed
the present official, Ignacio Lopez,
a Republican. There has been no
opposition from the Republicans
of New Mexico, which gives
strength to the belief that he was
rejected at the instance of the
Democrats of Las Vegas.
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INSURANCE

Contains all tne

years experience.
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and unlimited speed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute visibility and handlness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.

Fire, Life, Accldent
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants, Etc

Surety

Santa

Of

W. C. T. U.
OF
NEW

MEXICO.

DEMING, N. M.
For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Deming
and return at one and
one-thi-

FROM ALL

rd

fare for

POINTS

IN

NEW MEXICO.

To Deming and Return,

$16.90

FROM SANTA FE, N.M.

Dates ot Sale, Sept. 29th, 30th,
lOctober 1, 2. 3.
Return Limit, Oct. 10th,
H.S.10TZ.A6T,

-

191 J.

SANTA FE, N. M.

ESTATE

REAL

Ask for Catalogue or Agents Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Distributors for New Mexico,
fe, n. m.

0

JiC

!

Bonds

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAUGHLIN building,
SANTA FE

-

NEW MEXICO

It will not pay you to waste your
time wrting out your legal forms
nben you can get tbem already printed at the New Mexican Printing
The healing demulcent qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are
not duplicated in any other medicine
for concha and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an Inferior article. Re
fuse to accept It for it can not produce the healing and soothing effect
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Insist upon the genuine, wntcn contains no opIateB. The Capital Phar- n acy.'

FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER

'authorities, and Inspector Chance call
ed upon Fox at his store here. Fox
showed him two rings and admitted
that he had brought them from
Europe.
n.., 'uotl Fnv "f lmt ,nv (Ywmrlu
Ito believe that the stones were worth
more than what I paid tor them. The
one cost nie $7.50 and the other $1.'!.
Inspector Chance is keeping the
rings until he hearB from

A Human Match Factory.
to
matches. PhosThe bodv contains phosphorus sufficient make 483,000
the body-divi- ded
among
elements
phorus is one of fourteen and othercomposing
organs 1 he perfect health of body
bones flesh, nervous system
the
from
come
These
elements
elements.
the
reauires a perfect balance of
food we eat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
But if stomach is deranged the balance of health is destroyed and the
blood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
heart trouble.
Pain is the hungry cry of
is blood trouble nerve trouble stomach
and organs of digestion and nutristarved organs. Put the liver,
tion into a condition of health. That is just what is done by

MEDICAL

DISCOVERY

WEDDING IS OFF

'

knot.
a

coinpro-Papa Gregory suggested
niise, but the idea was rejected; and
j
the
has
recalled
There the fond parent

!

('omu'Ilsville, Pa., Sept. 2i
will be no wedding bells for I). W. vitatioiiB.
Warmnck and .Miss '.Ethel Gregory,
"It's off forever," he announced. I've
who reside in the suburbs.
done my best, to pet them to comproThe troth had been plighted, the mise, but neither one will give in.

is a book of 1008 pages handwmely bound In Isclothreata
of Physiology-Hyat- eie
Anatomy, Medicine and! a .complete
Home PoyauOan-Se- nd
31, lc tamp to R.V.PIerce.Buffalo,N.Y.

SHUSHANNA AT LAST
-

NEWS OF THE STATE
While repairing an auto last Wednesday, Kd Keeler sustained a very
painful accident. He had the rear
axle tied up with a rope and just as
he reached under the machine for a
2x4 the rope broke crushing his hand
between the axle and the piece of
plank. A number of the bones in his
hand were broken and his hand badly
mashed. Gallup Republican.
Fell and Broke Leg.
Tuesday morning, Dave Cartwriglit,
macninist in me ania re simps m
Raton, fell from the deck of an engine
on which he was working, breaking
his left leg above the knee and sustaining other minor injuries on his
head. After receiving temporary relief from Raton company physicians,
he was taken to Las Vegas hospital on train No. 1. The injury was a
very painful one and will require a
number of weeks of careful nursing
before Dave can be out of bed.
Dave formerly worked in the shops
In Cimarron, and has a host of friends
who regret very much to learn of his
accident and hope for his immediate
recovery. Cimarron News.

Fierce Badger Fight.
A fierce and somewhat sanguinary
battle was waged In the Sturges sample room last night between Ixiuis
Clifford's badger and a bull dog belonging to Mary Levy. Owing to the
unavoidable though usual result of
this fight, there were several heartburnings today. Police interference
was expected and several fights between sports were imminent, some of
the fans who had money on the badger demanding its immediate release.
C. L. Fuller, late of the Kansas City
Post and now of the Harvey curio
rooms, and E. J. Phelan, a Los Angeles man, were candidates for the
honor of removing the badger from
his cage, but Fuller, it appeared, had
money up, and was disqualified in
favor of Phelan.
The badger, though sadly wounded
in the scuffle which followed his release, is expected to be able to fight
again later.
Fuller, disgruntled at the loss of
his bet on the badger, it is presumed,
immediately after the
disappeared
contest. Early this morning he reappeared, headed north at a lively clip
George
and brandishing a
Tietzel, who denies encouraging the
to wager on the badger,
preceded him at a short distance at
an equally rapid gait. Albuquerque
Herald.
war-clu-

Gold and Silver Bullion.
H. L. Pratt, president of the Caribel
Mining and Milling company, of Red
River, N. M., passed through Raton
Sunday last, with three great bars of

October 5th to 25th
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe

LodgeNo.
o . v..
r w

jn

t

is
u.
1VV,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Its regular
bold
eisior. on the secEDWARD P. DAVIE8,
ond
and fourth
City Attorney.
j
Wednesday of each
Bank
month. V 1 1 1 ing Capital City Rooms Building,
brothers are invitSanta Fe, New Mexico.
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
Chat. F. Easley, . Chaa. H. Easley,
Exalted Huler,
EASLEY & EA'iLEY,
C. H. WILSON.
iw.
Attorneya-a- t
Secretary.
Practice ln the Courts and Dtr
Santa Fe Gamp Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined
13514, M. W. A.
meets lecond Tues- Santa Fe, N. M., branch Ollice, Esta-cia- ,
N. M.
day each month, social meeting third
G. W. PRICHARD,
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. VisitAttorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
Practices in all the District Courts
Ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
and gives special attention to cases
A. B. P. ROBINSON,
Clerk.
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg Santa Fe, N. M.
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Notice is hereby given that Harold
II. Urook, of Duckman, N. M., who, on

SANTA FE.N.JW.
:

1!H3.
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Snow-cappe- d
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it,
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gray-haire-

Bottle of

PUBLICATION.
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F. W. FARMER
No.
2879, Brother,
hood of Ameri-

Homestead
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FOR

Department of the interior, !'. S.
Land Ollice at Santa Fe, N. M Sept.
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: "Bring
Home a

NOTICE

October 12th to 22nd.

Forest,
.hereby gives notice that all persons
or
desir- land
the
MASONIC.
adversely
(claiming
Montezuma Lodge jmg to show it to be mineral in char-No- .
this
1, A. F. & A. M.. iacter must file objection with
communi- office, on er before October 1a, 1tiV!.
Regular
FRANCISCO T'TCLO ATtO,
cation first Monday
Register.
of each month at
Hall at
Maionic
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
'State of New Mexico.
CHAS. E. LJNNEY, Secretary.
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court ot the
First
District of .New Mexico for
Judicial
No
Fe
Santa
Chapter
ilhe County of Santa Fe.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Ade.laida
de dordonio vs.
Lopez
second
convocation
Monday of each month
The said defendant .laeoho Cordonio,
at Masonic Hall at
is hereby notified that a complaint
7:30 p. m.
lias been filed against him in the Disl- J. A. MASSIE,
'
.".-- .
H P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
'iFe, State aforesaid, that being the
Secretary.
jfumrt in which said case is pending.
.
saj(i pliiintiff, Adcdaida Lopez de
Santa Fe Commanflery jGordonio. the general object of said
.1
..r 1...
I - rr .
'
DAmilo
tl
1U. J., Iv.
ijeiiiK ioi it ue ret; ui aiirtui u n
Jitguiui
conclave lourtn Mon- - divorce on the grounds of desertion,
as will
? day in each month at abandonment and
Masonic Hall at 7:30more fully appear by reference to the
p. m.
complaint filed in said cause. And
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. U. 'that, unless you enter your appearance
'in said cause on or before the 2f)th
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
day of November, 101.1, judgment will
be rendered against voti in said cause
or
perSanta Fe Lodge
)y ,(lfauit.
de14th
fection No. 1,
ln witness whereof. I have hereunto
Ac!KPt
(tree. Ancient and
.,n(1 gful of said Court
my
of
cepted Scottish Rite
Xew Mexico, this 3rd day
;,,(
Free Masonry meets on!()f September, A. D. IMfl.
the third Monday of eaeh month at
m. a. ORTIZ,
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
County Clerk.
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Ritejunw. L. S AFFORD. Deputy.
Masons are cordially invited to attend. (SEAL1
E. C. ABBOTT, 32.
Plaintiff's attorneys. Kasley &
Master. !ley, Santa Fe, Xew Mexico.
UHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
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Co.

will
WAXTKIl
teach several
young men the automobile business in
ten weeks by mail and assist, them to
good position. No charge for tuition
until position is secured. Write today.
It S. Price, Automobile Kxpert, llox
4C3. Los Angeles, Calif.
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1st.

One and
Fare
for the Round Trip from
all points in New Mexico
to Santa Fe and Return.
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RETUkN LIMIT:
October 27th, 1913.
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break-treble-

For Rent Six room house coinplota-lfurnished. Good local ion. Possession given between now and October
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OF
SAWYER, TATTERED AND TORN, COMES IN SIGHT
NEW TREASURE-HOUSE- !
ALASKA'S
THEN, OVER REAL FOOD,
.'
ITS DISCOVERERS,
"BILLY" JAMES AND HIS JOLLY MATE, TELL
1
HIM THE WONDERFUL TALE OF ITS "FIND." ALSO THEY SHOW
(
HIM $15,000 OF "DUST" IN OLD TIN MILK CANS!

I.., New Mexican.

(

SANTA FE, N. M.,

For quick results,
little "WANT."

i

j

mi

Scottish Riles Re union

but.

j

gold and silver bullion weighing 42
pounds, and displayed them to many
people here,
Mr. Pratt stated to this newspaper
that this 42 pounds of bullion was
the result of 75 tons of ore milled at
the mines. He is enroute to Denver
where the bullion will be sold to the
mints.
The Red River Mining district now
comprises sufficient paying mines to
rival the famous Cripple Creek district of Colorado, and from the quantity and nature of ore this district will
surpass any field now in the southwest, in richness. An offer of $150,000
was made the Caribel company for
their property, but the company refused to consider such an offer.
Mr. Pratt Is now negotiating for the
installation of a gigantic cyanidingi
pect.
plant and creation of a new powerOn May 3d James and Nelson found
Bridgeport, Conn., Sept. 26. The pay dirt at the mouth of a creek above
plant, at an approximate cost of $65,000. By installation of such improve-- j alarm given by the watch dog at the
the quartz ledge which they called
ments the quantity taken out will be lighthouse on the Bridgeport
Bonanza creek. Prospecting up this
t
and the economy of operation (water resulted in the rescue of
in which
a
50 per cent. The water plow of man Thompson, of the U. S. S. recus creek, they found tributary
to
the Red River will be harnessed for ing ship McCall, after a cutter from the gravel yielded as high as $25
the placer pan. They named it "Lit
power, and Red River City will come the McCall had been run down by the tle Eldorado"
and staked a claim. Carl
into a great prominence.
tug Seaboard, of Xew York.
Whitham staked the next one above.
Mining experts from many sections
'Seaman Sheehan. Russel and Chute,
to Dawson for supplies
of the country have inspected the Red of the McCall, who were also passen Nelson started to Golcona. James
re- land Whitham
River mines and are frank in their ad- gers in the cutter, were drowned.
'.
in a little 12 by 2 tent.
mained,
living
missions that these mines will prove
Captain Green, of the lighthouse,
When I arrived at Shushanna a
the best In the southwest. This is
jwas attending to the lamp when he mining engineer, who had just bonded
was attracted by the barking of the a claim of six figures from which, he
dcg. Going outside he heard faint told me in confidence, he expected to
cries for help.
take half a million, guided me three
When Captain Green reached the miles and a half over the mountain
scene of the collision Thompson wa3 from Johnston creek to the James'
home.
the only one of the four afloat.
The woman had discarded trousere
for a skirt of her own making, but still
THE GEMS FALL IN
wore the mucklucks. Her hair is just
VALUE SUDDENLY turning gray and her hands and face
are tanned
"I am sorry to be found in such a
VnHntn-ii- .
pB Sent. PK T wn rim.
mond rings, which Morris Fox. a re-- shape." said she, "but one can't keep
,,c,e and houses
tail shoe dealer of this place, brought "P wlln u,e
from Europe when he returned from are real scarce. Won't ytou come Into
a recent trip, decreased considerably the tent.
in value.
When Walter 8. Chance,
Stepping between a Yukon stove
a government inspector, arrived here and a little stand made of split willow
to investigate.
poles, on which a lot of condensed
Fox had displayed the rings, along milk cans were piled, I seated myself
with several other diamonds, to his on a moose hide which served as a
friends, with the boast that he had carpet, mattress and table at differsmuggled them through the customs ent hours of the day. There was over
FOR COUGHS and COLDS office. He said they were exceedingly $15,000 in gold in those cans I learned
later.
valuable.
THE CAPITAL CITY PHARMACY.
A jealous friend notified the federal
We discussed the high cost of liv

room furnished or
l
furnished, wiih or without, heat. K.

WANTKU--Sinal-

,

certainly splendid news and is heartily
welcomed here.
Mr. Pratt expects to put an exhibit
at the northern New Mexico fair here
in October, a large quantity of ore
samples and bullion, with assays from
each. This department of the fair
promises to be a most interesting one.
At the next meeting of the Raton
Retailers' association. Monday, Sen- tember 22, Mr. Pratt will put before
the citizens of Raton, the urgent need
of a good road to connect Red River
city and Raton, and discuss ways and
means to bring this about. The great
amount of trade such a road would
bring to Raton is problematic, but is
certainly sufficient, even at this time to
warrant a good road clear through to
this Red River district. Raton Reporter.
The Water Witch.
The other day Ola Greaser and Ira
P.tisiek shot Mr. Rusick's well and
while they think they increased the
supply of water, it is probable there j
will not be enough to run Mr. Busick's
herd next summer and he will proba-bly have to put down another well in
the spring. So he got Mr. Greaser,
(By E. O. Sawyer.)
who is a "water witch" to test his
Shtishanna, Alaska, Sept. 26. "Oh,
premises for a good location for the
second well.
Billy, we're rich!"
Ola went over the ground with his
The little woman, clad in "muck-lucksand trousers looked up from
forked peach limb and Ira followed
and marked the location of the vein the frying pan she held in her hand
ot water as indicated by the "dip" of and in which rested half an ounce of
the fork.
coarse gold, to the silent,
However he made the marks so man beside her and repeated again
small that anyone going over the and again the magic words:
"Oh, Hilly, we're rich!"
ground would not notice them unless
he knew where to look.
peaks and icy walls
Next day after Ola had gone home surrounded them. Three years in the
Tom Collins came along. Tom is also wilderness of the upper White river
a "witch" and so Ira decided to make
C0,mtrVj th(J man am the woman had
a test and see how near two "water nnishd" over the snows by winter
witches"
L,u,
working
independently,
tIu, SWamos bv summer in search
would agree.
of this gold. Twice in that time they
So he got the peach fork and told had been to Dawson for
supplies. For
Tom to see what he could find, but seven
years before the woman came
didn't put him next to the marks he the silent man had "mushed" by himhad made of Ola's work the day be- self.
fore.
But, away
with those years of
Tom went over the same ground and
"mushing" Here was gold at last
Ira tells us he located the vein within
The silent man, standing there look
a foot of Ola's marks, without know-- !
ing at the gleaming gold, was William
were
there.
ing they
E James, discoverer of the Shtishanna
Even following the crooks of the
gold fields the new fabled treasurewow
ir misicK nas to arm a houBe o Aiaska, whither I have jour-nevein,
well he will of course put it down l,.pyed over a
pprii0U8 an(i almost
the vein has been located and
t
trail. Since he sent his
passable
will decide the matter.
nal out to a waiting
But even if he should strike a good
eary in July over 2,0oo men and four
flow, a great many people will saywomen have Btanlpeded
into these
"It was an accident."
fleWg from McCartl,y!
So far as we are concerned we
,
th Onn,i,o- Mil
don't find it. a bit harder to believe and on creeks in all directions from
than a lot of things that are firmly be- the James claim over an area of some
lieved by lots of folks.
have
50 miles thousands of claims
In fact, no doubt, hundreds of people
been staked, but on all, with the exhave been hung on much weaker eviception of a few in the narrow gulchdence than that of the two above es
where the gravel is shallow, it will
tests.
take months of work before the ownAs to the credibility of the parties, ers can
tell whether they, too, will
we may say that, Mr. Busick is justice
find as "rich little pockets" as James
of the peace. Mr. Collins is county
lmg oC!lie
commissioner ana ivir. ureaser, as wen
Last year Npls p Nelso
joined
as the others, is a prominent cattle-- ,
)hpm fo'r a
prospecfing, nnd
man and perfectly reliable.
Wm R Johnson of Dawson "grub- There was no collusion or under-- Blaked" the expedition. The winter's
standing. In fact, there would be no search for gold was nearly over and
motive for any thing of the kind. The tley na(i oniy been able to find a few
two men who made the test did not!coors
aiong tributaries to Beaver
get nor expect pay.
creek in Yukon territory when they
The fact is, we suspect that one rea- met Indian Joe, a chief among the
son why so many people don't take White river Indians and a friend o!
any stock in the "witching" business James.
is because it is always done free. If
Joe told them of a quartz ledge on
a man had to pay $25 to get a man to Chatenda creek, a tributary to the
make a test, he would sure think Chisana river. 28 miles north of the
there must be something to it.
White. Coming up this creek they
met Carl Whitliam, a young trapper
and prospector, who had also been in
WATCH DOG GIVES
this country for ten years. They
SAFETY WARNING camped together and began to pros-

LODGE

MEETING

U.S. LUTZ.Ajfl.,
Bad Accident.

WANTS

AMSOiNIC
GRAND

I

ADVISER

fiFS

in--

-

which has been so favorably known for over 40 years. It is now put .up in
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine djlers
for trial
everywhere or by mail bv sending 50 cents in lc stamps
address R.V. Pierce, M. ., Buffalo, N.Y.

TEE COMMON SENSE MEDICAL

sisier that his pastor should tie the

SCRAP ON PASTOR

date set and the invitations issued, guess if they start out with a squabble
the marriage is off. It all happen- of this kind, it's best they remain
ed because the pair could not decide apart."
upon the minister.
Work for the New Mexican.
Miss Gregory wanted her own pastIt Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and or to ofliciate, while
Warmaek, an
earnest worker in another church, inthe new state.

DR. PIERCE'S

GOLDEN
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The large picture shows "Billy" James, the discoverer of the Shushanna

gold fields, at work In the first claim, from which he has already taken
over $15,000 in "yellow dust." The small picture is a photograph of James
himself in his picturesque Alaskan "Sourdough" garb.
ing. Word had just come that a pack
train had been quarantined by the 60V
eminent because one horse had been
sick. Flour was selling at $1.50 a cup,
bacon at. $2.50 a pound and sugar at
as high as $5 a cup.
"At the present rate I think we had
better pack up the money we have
and leave," she said. "We would, too,
only Mr. Johnson will be here tomorrow with a pack train from Dawson
and then we will have a bigger tent
and plenty of everything, as well as
gold."
Hearing that I had been on the
trail eight days Mrs. James said,
"You are probably hungry. No man
gets enough to eat on the trail. We
was en
will have tea just as though
tertaining at my future home.
She set before me a bowl of tea,
two great slices of "sourdough" bread
and a huge hunk of butter. It was my
first sample of this kind of bread and
although eight days of hot cakes
might have made me a little preju
diced I say without reservation, that
it is the best kind of bread baked.
Canned butter from Petaluma, Cal., is
not so bad, either! Taste better than
some fresh fruit you get at the corner
grocery back home!
Speaking of the search for gold she
said:
"Billy knew there was a big pay in
this country somewhere, but he had
an idea it was on the White river
side. We 'mushed' and prospected and
camped all over that country. Our
staked claims are thick there. On
many of them Billy found colors, but
we had no way to get to bed rock.
Billy believes they will find lots of
gold over in that, country now that
his strike here will bring in men with
machinery.
1

the

month at the
Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
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Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights of

meets

Pythias
"The years in here were not so bad.
every Second and
I let
Billy go away during the
Fourth Friday of
day and it was very lonely, but I
the month at 8
grew afraid that he might be killed
o'clock p. m.
by a slide or a grizzly and I would be
Meeting ln K.
left alone. So after the first month I
of P. Hall over
We
would
him.
went
with
always
Kaune's Btore.
have breakfast and set out together
All visiting
toreturn
or
and
hunting
prospecting
Knights are most
gether at night. It was even better
cordially invited.
this year with Mr. Nelson along to
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
talk to."
She told me how she followed Billy A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and 3.
and Nels up Bonanza creek and panned out her first gold on the new FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
claim with a frying pan. Not till then
each
did it dawn on her that they had meeting on the first Thursday of
m.
struck it rich. She named the camp month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.wel
and
invited
are
brothers
Visiting
Indian
is
which
pro"Shushanna,"
nunciation of "Chisana," the name of come.
BENITO ALARID, President
tne river,
In answer to a question as to what DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
she wanted most wnen sne reacnea
ODD FELLOWS,
, ra usea oy an
the "outside (tne
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Alaskans in referring to me unitea
Santa Fe Lodge
States), she laughed.
meets
regularly
"I want to get into an automobile
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
and never got out. For three years I every
Odd Fellows Hu.il. Visiting broth
have walked every place. It's over in
300 miles to Dawson and we have era always welcome.
been there and back twice, and every
Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
day it's been walk, walk. walk. Then
No man with a family to support
It must
I want to see an aeroplane.
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
be wonderful to Bee a man fly."
on the need fear it with such a remedy at
We visited the sluice-boxe- s
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honupper end of the claim where five est
medicine, safe and reliable, costing
men shoveling gravel have taken out
litUe but doing much good, Foley Kid$750 to $1,500 a day. James shoveled
a panful of dirt into a gold pan and. ney Pills eliminate backache and rheumatism, tone up the system and rewashing away the sand, I found $8 store
normal action of kidneys and
worth of gold at the bottom.
"That was a rich little pocket! bladder. The Capital Pharmacy.
JameB said.
Work tor the New Mexican. It Is
(Sawyer's second letter from Shirshanna is on its way and is expected working for you, for Santa Fe and
' the new state.
within a very short time. Ed.)
At first

r

A. T

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE
To Effective

January

1st, 1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to eon.
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Vecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3 carries

m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound
El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35

p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:36
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
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Pity there were six transfers in 1912
involving $(1200 assessed at $1520 or
per cent.
Three transfers with a consideration of $1015 could not be found on
the 1!12 tax roll and eight with an aggiegate amount involved of $Ui,555
.could not be located on the 1911! tax

OFFICIAL.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1913.

The new concern is incorporated for
25,000, divided into 25.000 $1 shares.
It starts business with $12,000 paid in,
and held by the following who constitute the directors, 11. W. Flournoy,
11.8110 shares. H. B. llening 100 shares
and James S. Black 100 shares. It is
understood that this corporation acquired the evening paper in Albuquer- fine at tne receivers sale there
terday, and will continue the publica- tion of the paper. James S. Black,
124 North Second street,
Albuquer
que, is given as the statutory agent of
the corporation.

ifour documents were written on the
same typewriter.
He then told ofi
eight discrepancies seen in the type
which showed their "relationship
to
IN THE LATEST SHAPES
GO INTO COURT WITH
the same machine," from which they
sprang.
in Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
Shows Them Up.
Moire Hats,
Dr. Ewell, glass in hand, called Velvet, Silk, Satin,
Then
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
iiell.
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
out the "sins'' of the little letters, together with a most beautiful
line of novelties in Ribbons,
in l!H2 227 acres sold tor an average
letters, which, to the bare
$30.90 an acre and was assessed at
eye. looked like the letters of thou- Hands, Fancy and Ostrich Feath
OVER
mi average of $1.75 an acre. In 101'!
sands of other machines, but which ers. Htc, are shown at
were
aver
sold
acres
at
an
211
there
under the microscope revealed startlIS
rge of sio.ST an acre and assessed at
ing deformities. "Take the letter 'a'
in Dear," he continued, "you see a
?:'.." an acre. The 101:1 assessment
ALTERNATIVE
WRIT OF MANDAMUS
mi the lands mentioned above should
part of the base is broken off. The
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Try Our
Service
Postal Telegraph Hearing.
I.e. increased 115.0 per cent, on lauds to
lower case .letter 'k' has lost the left
IS SERVED ON STATE TREASURER
i ne state corporation
is
commission
en
not
it
of
hand
the
one
value.
third
staff;
portion
equal
TO
COMPEL
HIM
TO
INVEST
(today set October 27th as the date for tirely knocked off, hut a portion is
Torrance County.
in acreage tlie ,leari"S o( ha Postal Telegraph- - gone. In the word 'make' you see this
In Torrance
county
SCHOOL
PERMANENT
PiQneNo-- 4
s complaint against and in other words as in that of 'kiss',
$120,000
property in 1912 there were J t trans-- j Cable company
fers aggregating $17,153 and assessed the Western Union and the Mountain also the Small 'k' in Kirkland."
FUND IN STATE HIGHWAY BONDS.
The witness showed other deformi'a! $3410 or 20.1 per cent. In 191 J States Telephone company, in which
ties in other letters,
the maimed
there were 10 transfers involving $12,-- discrimination is charged.
being 'm,' 'p,' and 'r.' He aroused un95:; and assessed at $2700 or 21.3 per
MAP-ROMUST ANSWER
Will Represent Others Also.
usual interest when he said the letcent. In lot property In 1912 there
N. K. Lockwood, traffic manager of ter 'p' was three degrees out of
align
were seven
transfers aggregating
the Wells Fargo Express company, ment. The capital letter 'B' was also
ON OCTOBER SECOND
and assessed at $505 or 25.5 per
act
will
for
the
States
United
two
A
Express
degrees
certain
"tipsy."
jcent. In 1913 there were two trans- - company and the Adams Express com- "weakness" of the
letter "W" at the
fers Involving $1150 assessed at $255
as well as the Wells Fargo, in "finish" caused Or. Ewell to point it
An alternative writ of mandamus
pany,
for
ot 22.2 per cent.
on express rates out.
the informal
against O. N. Marron, state treasurer,
There were six transfers Involving to be held byhearing
is
state corporation
the
responsion
was
cheapness
to compel him to invest the permwitness
The
still
the stand
ou
commission on Oct. 4th in this city.
anent school fund amounting to slight-- i $4100 which could not be located
at noon today.
ble for inferior tailoring, but
1913 tax rolls.
the
in
the state highway
ly over $120,000
GIRL PRINCIPALS IN
found of the
were
records
There
WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF
customers who order frcm
Would
Sons
Send
Here.
filed
in the supreme
bonds, has been
ESCAPADE FACE TRIAL.
in 1912 which
Sr. Don Marcos Roces, 153 Airles,
court by Attorney General V. W. transfer of 2240 acres
us
season after season beSacramento, Sept. 26. Mrs. V. H.
brought on an average $7.C5 an acre Manila, P. I., has written to the state
Clancy, for himself, and the governor and
In educational
an
acre.
at
wife
of
was
assessed
Moreland
$1.53
Moreland,
Bishop
lieve
inin the time-teste- d
rule
department asking for
and the secretary of state. This to
an average, of formation about New Mexico schools of this Episcopal diocese, successfully
date is the last chapter in the contro-- i 1913, 1000 acres brought
best is always the
that
the
a
resolution
offered
were
assessed
for
acre
and
$8.08
opposed
yesterday
per
with the Intention he says of having
versy which has been on for some
most economical
his two sons educated in New Mexico. by two members of the probation comtime regarding the disposition of this $1.72 an acre.
In
should
mittee of the juvenile court, which
assessment
be
1913
The
fund.
provided for the dismissal of all pro
Notaries Appointed.
The writ is made returnable Oct. 2, let eased 56.3 per cent on lands and 50
Marsha WarringIf you have our amous
The following were appointed no- ceedings against
when Mr. Marron must either invest f er cent on 1018 lu lual o"-iWilson
taries yesterday by Governor Wm. C. ton and Lola Norris whose elopement
need no boost--the- y
for in the bonds or show cause on that "ation.
Chicago tailors
Union County.
McDonald:
Nelson C. Apple, Gallup; to Reno with Maury I. Diggs and F.
date whv he has not done so.
conin
Drew
resulted
Caminetti
the
In Union county in 1912 in acreage Chas. B. Keyes, Wagon Mound,
themselves. Our $30.00 Ranges are EXTRA
and
The papers in the rase follow in
viction of the men for violation of
property there was 57 transfers in- Perfecto Baca, Puerto de Luna.
full below:
Ed. V.Price
the Mann white slave act. The resoGOOD VALUES. Come
see us.
iTlie State of New Mexico, to Owen N. volving $72,097, which were assessed
lution was defeated by a vote of 4 to
42 TYPEWRITERS TELL TALE
In
cent.
or
at
26.4
1913,
$19,042
per
Co.
Treasurer.
State
Marron,
3, and the two girls will be taken beTO THE MICROSCOPE
transfers Involving $35,795 were asGreeting:
court
unfore the juvenile
and placed
Whereas, the said state of New sessed at $8,50S or 23.9 per cent. Ill
tailor your
der restrictions.
(Continued from page one).
Mexico, by its attorney general, has lot property in 1912, IS transfers agof
are
"Both
these
at
were
assessed
girls
3,880
to
Augoing
under$1
court
gregating
given our supreme
about the streets shopping
and
exstand and be informed that you, the $4210 or 30.3 per cent, and in 1913 flva a microscopist and handwriting
tumn and
said Owen N. Marron. are the state transfers involving $0675 were as pert. He was president of the Am laughing and chatting with friends,"
erican Microscopical society, IS93 and said the bishop's wife. "Some retreasurer of the said state of New sessed at $2047 or 30.7 per cent.
1900; of the Illinois State Microsco- straint should be placed upon them."
So far so good, but
Mexico and have been such state
clothes to
Be merciful.
Give
the girls a
99 transfers
were
from the time of the organiSociety, and member of many
pical
There
treasurer
involving
In
Hardware.
Everything
chance," pleaded Mrs. T. W. Shana- zation of our state government to the $78,279 which could not he located on foreign societies.
order
you
An author, too.
He did not state ban of the probation committee.
present time; and that you, as such the 1912 assessment rolls and 72 transLUDWIU WM. ILFELD.
will make
"I am merciful,"
Mrs. Moreland
V. H. WICKHAM
slate treasurer, have in your posses- fers involving $84,407 which could not this fact, but "Who's Who" says he
"It is the duty of the
sion and under your control the per- - e found on the 1913 tax rolls.
is the author of "Leading Cases on answered.
a profitable
niauent school fund of the state of
Of the property above, which was Disabilities," (18701 "Treatise on Law court to protect the innocent to save
investment.
If
New Mexico, the principal of which assessed, the assessment should be of Fixtures," (1870); "Essential of the other girls from such as these.
fund is, by section 7 of Article XII of increased 38.1 per cent on lands and Law," (1SS2);
"Manual of Medical the probation court, had done its
Gome and see
the constitution of the state of New S.r per cent on, Jots to equal
duty in the first, place two men
Jurisprudence,"
Mexico, required to be invested in valuation.
Also an editor. Blackwell on Tax would not now be on the road to
MCCLINTOCK & WRIGHT
bonds of the state or territory of New
Titles: Kvans on Agency; Lindly on prison, two wives
Valencia County.
Mexico, or of any county, city, town,
and contributor of 200 and mothers and fathers disgraced."
In Valencia county in 1912 in acre- - Partnership;
CATRON BLOCK
board of education or school district age properly there were 15 transfers or more papers to law journals. His City Commissioner Carragher said the
therein, although the legislature may, aggregating $20,010 which were
is at 747 Hinman avenue, Cook girls had wrecked homes and deserved SANTA FE'S EXCLUSIVE MEN'S STORE
MODERN AND
vote of the mem-- '
by a
at $0722 or 33.5 per cent. In county, Evanston, Illinois, a suburb punishment.
a'lv Ht m.
ia
bers elected to each house, provide 1913 there were eight transfers in- of Chicago, where he has an office
ALWAYS
that, such fund may be invested in oth$13,320 assessed at $4469 or at 59 Clark street.
er interest bearing securities, but all volving
fi't.5 per cent. In lot property in 1912,
Carries a Grip.
LARGE LOBBY
in
or
other
which 21 transfers involved
bonds
securities,
$13,450 and were
was
some speculation as to
There
said
of
any portion
permanent school assessed for $2935 or 21. S per cent. In
AND VERANDAS
what Dr. Ewell carried in the black
fund shall be invested, must be first 1913 19 transfers
in
value
aggregated
doctor's salchei which he brought into
approved by the governor, attorney $11,450 and were assessed for $1700 or
COMFORTABLE PORCH
the court room with him. I,ater on it
and secretary of state; and
general
1.8
SWINGS and ROCKERS
per cent.
was found to contain microscopes,
that you are keeping the said fund ou
There were 10 transfers involving large, medium and small: microscodeposit, in banks in the state of New
Service and Cuisine
Mexico without any approval by the $8075 which could not be found on the pes mounted in aluminum, hard rubthe Best in the City
Most everyone thinks of peanuts and the circus at the
ber and steel: microscopes the size of
governor, attorney general and secre- 1912 tax rolls and 20 with considera
same time. But, seriously, peanuts belong to the beans
Ample facilities for large
lo. a quarter and the size of a tea cup.
be
could
not
of
which
tions
and small banquet.
$12,000
tary of state, and against the distinct
and peas class and are just bursting with nutrition.
This microscopist came
with his
disapproval of said officers, who have cated on the 1913 tax rolls.
on
to
should
assessment
lots
He
furnished
1913
them
The
weapons."
notified you that they approved of the
state highway bonds as a proper In- be increased 125.5 per cent to equal judge and attorneys for both sides and
still
had a supply for his own use.
of
value.
full
vestment of the said permanent school
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
Attorney Wood of Wood and Marfund and that they would not approve
Room With Bath, $3.00 Dp.
ron, for the plaintiff in the case
Insurance Report.
and
any other form of investment;
BY THE WEEK
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
that you have refused and still refuse
The state insurance department has which involves an estate worth $75,- to invest said permanent school fund just received a bulletin telling of the 000, it is said, asked the court to susin the said state highway bonds, and Investigation into the condition of th? pend the rule allowing E. C. Burke, a
declare your intention of continuing T'nited States Fidelity and Guaranty witness in the former trial, to assist
the deposit of said fund in banks, as company of Baltimore, Md. In part it him and Mr. Marron as Mr. Burke is
has all the food value of the choicest peanuts worked
an expert operator of typewriters and
aforesaid, notwithstanding the disap- Is as follows:
into an appetizing consistency. Try it.
is familiar with the work done by varproval of the said governor, attorney
The report of an examination of ious machines, whereas he and
"TheBett the Grocer Can Deliver."
Mr.
general and secretary of state, pre- this company made
by the New York Marron were not. Judge Mann optending that such deposit in banks is and
insurance
departments
Maryland
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO.
posed the request but
an investment in such manner as will
Pope said
has
been published. This shows he would relax the Judge
rule at present.
satisfy the provisions of joint, resolu- that just
Denver, Colo.
conreserve
was
the
company's
Mr. Burke then took a seat with the
tion No. 14 of the second session of
siderably under estimated on Decem- attorneys and began to pole over
the state legislature.
ber 31, 1912, and reveals a net de- photographic
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
copies of the typewritNow, therefore, you, the said Owen crease In the
surplus of $045,072.77 ten letters Introduced in the case to
N. Marron, state treasurer, as aforecomamount
from the
claimed by the
All kinds of flowers, farden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFaLFA SEED.
said, are hereby commanded forthwith pany in its statement as of December show what proof there is that littleLillian Garcia should inherit Mr. Garto invest the permanent school fund,
The examiners' report that cia's estate "as his daughter."
31, 1912.
now in your possession and under
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
the company's experience in the liaThe examination of Dr. Kwell
your control, in the state high whv
field indicates a high brought out the statement that he
bonds of the state of New Mexico, bility insurance
the loss reserves' had been a handwriting expert in the
which investment has been approved loss ratio and that
as provided by law will be Insufficient famous Mollineux case, which agitathe
said
Phone Black
by
governor,
attorney
general
Phone B'ck
to meet the obligations under liability ted New York City and the T'nited
and secretary of state in accordance
45
with the requirements of section 7, of policies issued during the past three states some years ago. He also said
ine testinea in tne famous Cronin mur
Article XII of the constitution of the
der case, both trials, held in Chicago.
state, or that you show cause why you
Socorro County Fair.
Dr. Ewell admitted that he is not an g PHONE 12
SANTA FE, N. M.
have not done so before our said suto circulars received by expert on the manufacture of typepreme court at the eapitol in the city theAccording
a
New
Mexican
writers nor on the methods of operaccompanied by
of Santa Fe. on the second day of
letter from A- - C. Torres, president of ating them or as a mechanic In reOctober, 1913, and hereof fail not.
Witness the Honorable Clarence L. the Socorro County Fair association, pairing them or taking them apart,
Roberts, chief justice of the supreme that county will have a fair Septem- but he said that he has been concourt of the state of New Mexico, and ber 2S, 2!) and 30. There will be $1200 sidered an expert as tb "their imprint
the seal of said court, this 2Sth day of offered in prizes, for exhibits, base- on paper." He continued;
"I study the effects on paper. With
ball, horse racing and bronco busting,
September, 1913.
them I am familiar. In studying hand
v.ith plenty of music.
JOSE D. SENA,
(Seal)
writing we are confronted with eviClerk.
dences of that great word 'habit'; in
Offered Secretaryship.
P. M. A. Lineau of the state insur studying typewriting we have the
LAST CHAPTER (N
ance department, has been offered the
of machines which for a
secretaryship of the State Life Insur- time are persistent. Every machine
THE COUNTY
ance company of Montana located at ever passed by an
will have
COMPILATIONS Great Falls. He has not given them some idiosyncracy. inspector
And as the mahis answer yet. chine is used, it will develop other
The concluding installment of the
idiosyncracies, other defects.
1912 Taxes Received.
How They Appear.
figures in the compilations presented
D
Jacobo
"And how do these appear? They
of
Chaves, superintendent
by the railroads on the taxation situinsurance has received from the In are seen in the appearance of the
ation are given below:
ternational Life Insurance company, t3'pe, in the change of the horizontal
Sierra County.
the sum of $S2.64 taxes on the busi- lining, in the angle with the base line
In Sierra county in 1912 in acreage ness done in New Mexico
during 1912 and also in the defacing of the type."
To US.
!
! ! !
property there were five transfers
The witness said that he uses sheets
by the Great Western Life Insurance
$51 77. which were assessed at company, which company has
volving
HAVE
been of glass, bearing horizontal and ver- How can I heat and cook
$1765 or 34.1 per cent. The same prop ausoroeu d.v me international.
'aster, better, cheaper?
Thejtical lines to show up these defects,
t
Let
demonstrate to you their Cook Stoves,
in
(ftTVHAT.YcifWANT
1913
was
assessed
not
at
International
or
Life
is
erty
admitted to land he produced these plates or sheets
$1970
South Bend Malleable Ranges and Oak Heaters; they are not
r
'.IS per cent. In lot property in 1912 do business in New Mexico.
them
on
AND MAKE ThE PRICE
jand
put
desk.
Judge
Pope's
than the best, but better than the rest. They have a gerat vatnere were 13 transfers involving
iThe horizontal lines were traced one- CAN
riety of models at almost any price.
was
which
$2750
assessed for $5G0 or
sixth of an inch apart and the other
Report Received.
Don't think that old range is "good
!2u.4 per cent. In 1913 there were 11
The state highway commission has lines
enough for you." The differof
an
inch
TOURTRADET.
ContinuKEEP
ence in fuel alone in six months will pay for a new one.
transfers involving $2525, assessed at received from the press of the
ling, he said:
..Besides, remember there is a great difference between "the mail
the printed and bound pro
$1198 or 47.7 per cent.
"Therefore, when we apply these
defective
covering
material
and workmanship" and
ordetjuarantee
of the fourth annual meeting sheets of glass to a typewritten page,
Two transfers aggregating
$225 ceedings
of
satisfaction."
perfect
their;"guarantee
Always dependable.
WELL: IT'S SCHOOL TIME AGAIN. A.SMART MAN IS ALWAYS
could not be found on the 1913 assess- ot the New Mexico Good Roads asso- orienting it "
ciation and the first convention of the
ment roll.
Attorney Marron: "What was that?" LEARNING; IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO LEARN. WE ARE ALWAYS
Dr. Ewell: "I said 'orienting' it, or WILLING TO LEARN ANYTHING NEV
ABOUT
BUSIHARDWARE
The railroad accountants make no State Association of Highway Officials,
held at Albuquerque, May 8th and aligning it, the defects will be seen NESS. WHEN ANYTHING NEW IN..YHE HARDWARE
LINE COMES
suggestions as to raising the assess9th, 1913. Copies may be had on ap- at once. The deviation from the line OUT, WE KNOW IT AND GET ITFOR OUR CUSTOMERS.
WE HAVE
ment in Sierra county.
plication to James A. French, state will also be noticed."
PA
STUDIED OUR BUSINESS AND AVE ARE STILL STUDYING OUR
Taos County.
The witness then testified as to TRONS' REQUIREMENTS, AAID TRYING TO SUPPLY THEM WITH
In Taos county in 1912 there were engineer, and members of the state
letters in the case which he has seen HONEST HARDWARE AT HONEST PRICES.
highway commission.
13 transfers of acreage
property inin originals and in photos and which
volving $$29,310, assessed at SB010 or
he has Btudied. He said that he had
Evening Herald Incorporates.
20.5 per cent. In 1913 there were 11
The Evening Herald is the incor- studied exhibits 144 B, 145. 146 B and
WOOD-DAM- S
transfers involving $17,750 assessed
HARDWARE COMPANY.
at $2313 or 20.2 per cent. In lot prop porated title of a new corporation filed 147. To a question put by Judge Mann
with the state corporation commission. Dr. Ewell said that in his opinion the PHONE 14.
.'IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
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CONTROVERSY

EVERYTHING
THERE
TO EAT!

FUNDS

Elegant Line

j

tell-tal- e

MISS A. MUGLER

AUTO DELIVERY

Phone No.4

For quick results,
little "WANT."

'

ANDREWS

I

This Weather is a Reminder

WILSON

COMPETITION

j

HEATERS

AND RANGES.

Heaters

talk

and

8

new

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

Winter

.1

1

one-thir-

Always Stop

(1887-1909-

at the Ancient City's Pride,

broken-hearte-

e

three-fourth- s

:

t

j

1

HOTEL DE VARGAS

Pi

Laugh at the Vegetarians
but eat peanuts.

MOREYS

or.e-thir-

Solitaire,
Peanut Butter

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour May, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH
TffE

FLOWERS
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The Clarendon Garden,

MRPME

RESOLVE

that irYouWAnr

That Burning Question

To STiDYVUleS
WE
COmS

in--

LEARNED To

Beacham-Mignardo-

bet-te-

RI4HTO"WE

j

one-tent-

The Reliable Hardware Store.
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